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BEsidEs, it‘s aLways thE othErs who diE
This book, whose title is the epitaph on Marcel Duchamp’s tombstone, is one of several 
initiatives that we have developed around the theme of death, starting from “The Cel-
ebration of the Living (who reflect upon death).”

We have proposed turning the traditional November 2 celebration, the “Day of the 
Dead,” into a new holiday. For the first edition of this celebration on November 2, 2010, 
we invited those who were interested to be part of a pilgrimage, probably the shortest 
and slowest in the world, that departed from its destination (rather than arriving at it): 
Lu Cafausu in San Cesario di Lecce.

Lu Cafausu is a mysterious small building, an architectural remnant that we have elected 
as a source of metaphors and narratives. It is “an imaginary place that really exists,” 
around which the presence of death floats. Any day now, in fact, the small building might 
be demolished to accommodate more parking space for cars, or might also fall apart 
due to its old, fragile architecture. It could also be turned into a frozen, dead monument. 
Because of this feeling of the presence of death, Lu Cafausu is an ideal place for a new 
celebration. “La Festa dei Vivi” is for those who, in order to give meaning to life, reflect 
upon death; their own, first and foremost.

This book is an opportunity to include—instead of our previous texts or documenta-
tion of projects—some ongoing ideas and suggestions coming from encounters with 
old and new friends. We would like the book to address the theme of death from dif-
ferent points of view, and we would like to include as a connection to it, the accident, 
chance, the unexpected, or, let’s say, the “cafausic” (referring to Lu Cafausu’s arcane 
properties. . . ). 

Gelosia (Jealousy) was, by chance, the name of our boat during the 2010 pilgrimage. 
Jealousy is a feeling related to the death of love, and yet at the very heart of love’s alive-
ness. . . Lu Cafausu taught us that coincidences are meaningless if taken as mere coinci-
dences: only when you are aware of connections can you become free to open yourself to 
their mystery, to their truth or, rather, to their multiple, inextricable, and fragile truths. 
And then, after all, as it happens, it’s always us who die.

Verlag für moderne Kunst nürnberg /Kmd – Kunsthalle marcel duchamp — n° 15; Isbn 978-3-86984-080-2, 
116 pages, with a collective text based on an “exquisite corpse,” a conversation held in rome on January 19, 2014, between emilio 
fantin, luigi negro, giancarlo norese, cesare pietroiusti, luigi presicce, sara alberani, lisa  batacchi, marco benincasa, carolyn 
christov-bakargiev, sarah ciracì, Irene coppola, gianluca marinelli, luca  musacchio, caterina  pecchioli, mattia pellegrini, davide 
ricco, and roberto tenace. and a series of twelve drawings by francesco lauretta portraying people in the pose of recently dead 
bodies, executed during the 4th  edition of “the celebration of the living (who reflect upon death),” november 2, 2013, in porto 
cesareo; eight black-and-white photographs by an unknown photographer, found at the porta portese flea market, rome, January 
19, 2014; eleven color photographs by an unknown photographer, found at the porta portese flea market, rome, January 19, 2014, a 
photograph of the exhibition Gelosia at the Kmd, and notes and additional notes by ayreen anastas and rene gabri, stefan banz, 
francesca marianna, adrian paci, antonella rizzo, giorgio rizzo, and franco Vaccari.


